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a commenter pointed me to a site, https://www.facebook.com/help/community/security/safeguarding-your-data-and-
privacy?u=xfvhbfukizb and it says, “over the last six months, weve noticed an increase in ad-hoc information in your account, which we
cant always find the source of. as a result, we put your account under review, and weve adjusted the settings on your profile to prevent

abuse or harassment.” this suggests i can click on settings, then on the trusted contacts sub-page, click on friends, and then add a friend
by entering their email address. i have done this. i still have no idea how to see the list of my friends and which of them have posted

election-related content. the way i see it, this is not a hack job; it was instigated by a foreign country, but not the russians. it was done
because the authors and supporters are truly worried about the vicious dog house the usg has become. the problem with facebook is that
it doesnt have a section that can be named the help section. its business model, the only one, has not changed since 2005. it has no even

changed the wording on the main help site. it has never - ever, since i have been a member, offered any help about protecting one's
privacy. go ahead and tell me how i am not entrapped in this mess. i have emailed facebook twice since february to be told what to do to

protect my privacy. in both cases, the people who wrote the emails that i received did not know what to do to protect my privacy, and
what to do to protect my privacy. by the way - i have saved each of those emails.
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mozilla?cookies? if so there's nothing i can do, and it's not just you. if anything it's google. theres no way to put the
cookies in the users pc.. so no cookies means no login. even if the cookies were there. they arent encrypted. conrad, you
are not the first one to use that logic to circumvent the problem. i have no reason to believe that anyone else reads this

group, and no one else was intent on doing that. and regardless of who uses it, if you think someone else doesnt read the
group, doesn't mean you can't read it. i simply spoke to you. what was your question? also, yes, i was referring to

conrad's post. and yes, i am in fact having the same issue. logging in with the cookies disabled, it is not permitting me to
retrieve the password. i have tried a variety of different passwords.. hcdv.ru, tinak, hack, datacamp, emailadress. without
the cookies, it is not accepting the login. on my own computer, the cookie does not need to be fired for the login to work.

conrad, i'm not. my question was which files had the facebook password? which files can i decrypt with fpe? and have
you tried manually entering the password? if you are having the same issue, there's likely some error in your program.
you might want to try manually entering the same password and see if that works. also, i don't think it has been proved
yet that "direct links to the files" or "direct links to the hosts"/"destination ips" are something that can be used to launch
ddos. that is something that will have to be further investigated. this site has recently been loaded with new users who

are looking for the download . which one do you want? the fpe program to crack the facebook password or the password
recovery tool which offers the opportunity to recover the password which was stored by facebook? we might have

corrupted ourselves at some point, and will want to recoup our work with the fpe program, and for that, we will need the
password recovery tool that we can use to recover all the facebook information. what do you want to do? you want to run

a recovery tool. if that is the case, then you should run recover facebook password . that is a nice bit of software that
should help you recover your facebook password. 5ec8ef588b
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